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Replication + Disaster Recovery  

Virtually fail-proof.  

Zerto brings DR to a new level with always-on replication.   

Our disaster recovery connects both on-prem as well as cloud-based systems to remote locations. The cloud 
solution can be replicated from your on-prem environment. Then, with easy scriptable and automated processes, 
you can store as much of your infrastructure as you want (or all of it) and restore it within hours, and to within 
moments of your desired recovery point. 

How does it work?  

• Recovery Time Objective (RTO) and Recovery Point Objective (RPO) is between 0-4 hours 
• DR-as-a-Service; requires no hardware purchase or maintenance  
• Near-synchronous replication of virtual workloads from any computer or storage hardware to VENYU’s cloud 

platform  
• Replicate single or multiple VMs  
• Protect multiple virtual server disk files connected to the same VM  
• With just a few clicks, test failover, including full remote recovery, without impacting your production 

environment  
• View and manage local and remote sites using intuitive GUI embedded in vSphere vCenter or web portal  
• Meets compliance regulations for HIPAA, FINRA, Sarbanes-Oxley, and more  
• Local seeding options available to reduce data transport time to VENYU’s data center  
• Raw-device mapping (RDM) disks are supported  
• Custom solutions available for DR tiering 

Replication + DR powered by ZertoTM from VENYU is a cloud-based, high- availability disaster recovery platform for 
virtualized environments, specifically structured for businesses who need instant recovery. Protected data is 
replicated near- synchronously to VENYU’s cloud; no snapshots here. When you decide to fail over to the cloud 
(which is only seconds behind your native systems), you can continue to work and then fail back to your own system 
in minutes. If you can’t afford downtime, then Replication + DR powered by Zerto is the right solution for you.  


